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NiFe2 O4 has been studied using Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. The crystal
was found to have a inverse cubic spinel structure with the lattice constant a0 =8.326±0.003 Å.
Mössbauer spectra of NiFe2 O4 was obtained at various absorber temperatures from 13 K to the
Néel temperature. The Mössbauer spectra consisted of two sets of six lines corresponding to Fe+3
at the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
hyperfine fields at 57 Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites was analyzed by the
Néel theory of ferrimagnetism. The intersublattice A-O-B and intrasublattice A-O-A superexchange
interactions were found to be antiferromagnetic with strengths of JA−B =–25.0 kB and JA−A =–4.0
kB , respectively, while the intrasublattice B-O-B superexchange interaction is ferromagnetic with
a strength JB−B =4.2 kB .

I. INTRODUCTION

data can be used to determine correct superexchange integrals. However, the total spontaneous magnetic moment near the Néel temperature cannot be correctly determined under a high external magnetic field due to the
induced magnetic moment. Thus, it would be desirable
to obtain two series of data unaffected by the external
magnetic field [9]. In this research, the superexchange
interactions in the nickel ferrite NiFe2 O4 were studied
using two series of undistorted data: namely, the magnetic hyperfine fields at 57 Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A)
and the octahedral (B) sites. The magnetic hyperfine
fields can be measured without any help of an external
magnetic field by using the Mössbauer technique.
Studies of superexchange interactions in ferrites have
been reported by a number of authors [10,11]. However,
in calculating the superexchange strength, many authors neglected the intrasublattice interactions, namely
the A-A or B-B interactions, as they were weaker than
A-B interaction. According to our experimental results on Ni-ferrite, the intrasublattice superexchange
strengths JA−A and JB−B should not be neglected, as
was done by previous authors. To obtain a better fitted
superexchange parameter to coincide with the experimental results, we applied the Néel theory of ferrimagnetism including intrasublattice superexchange interactions [12,13]. In this article, we report our Mössbauer results on NiFe2 O4 with special emphasis on the intersublattice and intrasublattice superexchange interactions.

Nickel ferrite, NiFe2 O4 is a well-known ferrimagnetic material with an inverse spinel structure. This compound is represented by the formula
(Fe+3 )A (Ni+2 Fe+3 )B O4 ; half the atoms of iron occupy
the tetrahedral (A) sites, and the other half plus magnetic atoms occupy the octahedral (B) sites [1,2]. This
ionic distribution was confirmed by measuring the area
ratio, IA /IB =1.0, of Mössbauer patterns corresponding
to 57 Fe in A and B sites [3]. Also, this was verified by
neutron diffraction [4]. There have been many studies
on this sample, for example cation distribution, spin relaxation, and magnetic properties, etc. [5–7]. However
there have been no systematic studies about the temperature dependence of the magnetic hyperfine fields from
the point of view of the superexchange interaction on
this sample. The temperature dependence of the magnetic hyperfine fields at 57 Fe nuclei at the tetrahedral (A)
and the octahedral (B) sites was analyzed by the Néel
theory of ferrimagnetism [8].
The main aim of this study was to determine how the
superexchange interactions are observed in NiFe2 O4 by
using Mössbauer spectroscopy. Two sets of data, for example, magnetic hyperfine field and magnetic moment
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